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Scope  

IFC-IOR aims to collaborate with national and regional agencies and like-minded Centres to generate 

comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness. The enriched awareness and robust regional linkages 

would certainly bolster region’s maritime security and safety and would go a long way in building 

confidence and capacity amongst collaborating partners. The objective is to generate an overarching 

picture to assist the maritime community in better understanding of the maritime challenges and threats 

in the region. To draw a common understanding, threats in the region have been divided into six broad 

categories and sub-categories thereon. The Monthly Maritime Security Update (MMSU) provides 

information on threats to merchant vessels, shipping industry, and other maritime stakeholders in the 

wider Indian Ocean Region in the last one month. The incidents pertaining to following categories have 

been analysed for the duration 01 Nov – 30 Nov 19:- 

  Piracy/ Sea Robbery/ Sea Theft 

  Maritime Terrorism 

  Contraband Smuggling 

  Irregular Human Migration 

             Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing 

  Maritime Incidents 

Overview of Incidents 

A total of 65 incidents under various 

categories have been recorded in the wider 

Indian Ocean Region in the month of Nov 19. 

There was a slight increase in the number of 

reported Piracy/ sea robbery/ sea theft 

incidents with a noticeable increase in 

incidents pertaining to kidnapping of crew in 

Gulf of Guinea. There was an increase in 

IHM incidents in Bay of Bengal and Indian 

Ocean while some incidents continue to be 

reported in Mediterranean. There was a 

marginal decrease in contraband smuggling 

incidents and slight increase in maritime 

incidents which may be attributed to 

abnormal rough weather pattern (cyclones) in 

Arabian Sea leading to rougher seas and hence lesser opportunities for perpetrators to undertake 

smuggling but challenging sea conditions for seafarers. Nil maritime terrorism incident was reported. 
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 A sector wise analysis has been undertaken by the Centre to assess the maritime safety and security 

situation in Gulf of Guinea (GoG), Gulf of Aden, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal and South East Asia. For 

the purpose of analysis, the area has been divided into four sectors to highlight the trends of incidents 

in the region. A total of 16 piracy and armed robbery incidents (actual as well as attempted) were 

recorded by the Centre during the period under review.  A marked increase was observed in incidents 

involving kidnapping of crew with four incidents reported 

in this month as compared to nil last month. All 

kidnapping incidents were reported in the Gulf of Guinea 

with only one incident that was followed by release of 

crew within two days in Nigeria. Further, it remains an 

issue of concern that all kidnapping incidents were 

reported at greater distances from coast (maximum upto 

35 Nm) which highlights the capabilities of perpetrators 

to successfully carry out misadventure at greater ranges. 

This further highlights possibility of involvement of well 

organised groups involved in such activities with possible 

support of mother ships.  There was also an increase in 

the incidents related to attempted sea thefts and sea 

robbery reported in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore 

as compared to three last month, with majority of them 

involving weapons and violence.  No major maritime security incident was reported in the Gulf of 

Aden. During the month of Nov 19, nil drug seizures were reported in Arabian Sea along the ‘Hash 

Highway’ which may be attributed to rough weather conditions view recent formation of a number of 

cyclones in Arabian Sea. A number of cases of seizure of cannabis and drugs were also reported in 

Northern Indian Ocean. With calmer weather post cyclone season, IHM incidents showed an increase 

in Bay of Bengal area which is similar to the general pattern of migrants attempting to migrate to South 

East Asia for better economic prospects. According to United Nation’s International Organization for 

Migration (IOM), 95,600 migrants and refugees have entered Europe by sea through 20 November, 

roughly an 8 per cent decrease from the 104,535 arriving during the same period last year.  
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PIRACY/ SEA ROBBERY/ THEFT  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following piracy and armed robbery incidents were monitored in the region in month of Nov 19:- 

 

 Kidnap/ off Cotonou, Benin/ 02 Nov 19. 

 

A kidnapping incident was reported onboard an underway Norway flagged Bulk Carrier BONITA 

approximately 8.9 Nm SE of Cotonou, Benin on 02 Nov 19. The incident was reported to the authorities 

who dispatched a patrol boat to the ship’s location. The remaining crew with the assistance of the patrol 

boat sailed the ship to a safe port. Nine crew members were reportedly kidnapped.  

  
 Kidnap/ Off Lome Anchorage, Togo/ 04 Nov 19. 

 

A kidnapping incident was reported onboard an anchored Greece flagged Product Tanker ELKA 

ARISTOTLE approximately 9 Nm SSE of Lome, Togo on 04 Nov 19.  Three persons armed with guns 

and knives boarded the vessel and shot one armed guard in his leg. SSAS was activated. Once the armed 

persons left the tanker a headcount was taken and four crew members were reported missing. Togo 

Navy boarded the vessel for investigation. 

 

 Attempted Boarding/ Off Tanjung Piai, SOMS, Johor, Malaysia/ 05 Nov 19. 

 
An attempted boarding incident was reported onboard an underway Vietnam flagged Chemical tanker 

GT EQUALITY while transiting through Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) approximately 4.8 

nm southeast of Tanjung Piai, Johor in the westbound lane of the TSS on 05 Nov 19. Six perpetrators 

in two speed boats approached the tanker underway. Duty crew immediately raised alarm upon noticing 

the attempted boarding. The master increased speed and took evasive manoeuvers resulting in 

perpetrators aborting the boarding attempt. 
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 Attempted Boarding / Off Sao Tome Island, Sao Tome and Principe / 07 Nov 19. 

 

An attempted boarding incident was reported onboard an underway Bahamas flagged tanker 

CASCADE SPIRIT approximately 57 Nm NNW of Sao Tome Island, Sao Tome and Principe on          

07 Nov 19. Armed perpetrators in a skiff approached and fired upon the tanker underway. The ship’s 

accommodation bulkhead was hit by bullets. The crew raised alarm and increased the speed performing 

evasive manoeuvers. Fire pump was activated and four parachute rockets were discharged. Due to the 

actions of the Master and crew, the skiff aborted the boarding. The tanker and crew were reported to be 

safe. 

 

 Sea Theft/ Belawan Port, Indonesia/ 07 Nov 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a berthed Singapore flagged tanker MAERSK BORNEO at 

Belawan Port of Indonesia on 07 Nov 19. During security rounds, crew onboard the berthed tanker 

noticed a perpetrator trying to board the tanker using a grappling hook. Upon being noticed, the 

perpetrator escaped. The ship’s lower platform of the accommodation ladder was reportedly stolen. 

Incident was reported to Port Authority. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Silos Terminal, Agadir Port, Morocco/ 07 Nov 19. 

 

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard a berthed Panama flagged Bulk Carrier 

ATLANTIC LAUREL at Silos Terminal, Agadir Port, Morocco on 07 Nov 19. Duty officer onboard the 

berthed ship noticed four perpetrators onboard the vessel. Immediately, alarm was raised and the crew 

was mustered. The perpetrators escaped seeing the alert crew. On searching the vessel, nothing was 

reported stolen. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Alpha Anchorage, Batangas, Philippines/ 09 Nov 19. 

 

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard a Marshall Islands flagged tanker SILVER 

MILLIE at Alpha Anchorage, Batangas Bay, Philippines on 09 Nov 19. While the tanker was dropping 

its anchor, the duty anchor detail of the watch noticed a perpetrator trying to climb through the ship's 

anchor chain. The duty officer shook the hawse pipe, causing the perpetrator to fall into the water.  

 

 

 Kidnap/ Onne Port, Nigeria/ 11 Nov 19. 

 

A kidnapping incident was reported was reported onboard a passenger boat enroute to Onne Port from 

Bonny, Nigeria on 11 Nov 19. Ten armed persons attacked the boat and kidnapped four Immigration 

Officers. No casualties were reported onboard. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Nacala Outer Anchorage, Mozambique / 19 Nov 19. 

 

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard an anchored Marshal Islands flagged bulk carrier 

BALTIC MANTIS at Nacala Outer Anchorage, Mozambique on 19 Nov 19. The duty crew onboard the 

vessel noticed a perpetrator on the forecastle deck and raised alarm due to which he escaped. The crew 

Update  
 

The Philippines Coast Guard, Bureau of Immigration, and Quarantine boarded the ship and 

conducted an initial investigation. The master of the ship was advised to enhance security measures 

to avoid recurrence of similar incident. 

 

Update  
 

13 Nov 19 – On receipt of the information, Nigerian Navy took action in response and was reportedly 

successful in rescuing the kidnapped Immigration Officers. 
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was mustered and a thorough search was carried out. Nothing was stolen and all crew was reported to 

be safe. The incident was reported to Port Control. 

 

 Kidnap / off Bioko, Equatorial Guinea/ 22 Nov 19.   

  
A kidnapping incident was reported onboard an underway Singapore flagged Offshore Support Vessel 

Pacific Warden approximately 35 Nm west of Malobo, Bioko, Equatorial Guinea. The vessel had 

reportedly left the oilfield of Zafiro (12 Nm off the coast) when it was attacked. Reportedly, seven crew 

onboard the supply ship were kidnapped.  

 

 Attempted Sea Robbery / Off Tanjung Bulat, SOMS, Malaysia / 23 Nov 19.  

     

An attempted sea robbery incident was reported onboard an underway Marshal Islands flagged Bulk 

Carrier FAYE while transiting through Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) approximately 4.4 

Nm SSE of Tanjung Bulat, Malaysia in the eastbound lane of the TSS on 23 Nov 19. While underway, 

five perpetrators armed with two long knives were sighted in the Engine Room. The crew immediately 

raised the alarm following which the perpetrators escaped. Search for missing items and perpetrators 

was carried out on board. The master reported the incident to Singapore Vessel Traffic Information 

System (VTIS). In addition, Singapore Navy and Police Coast Guard were also informed. The crew 

was reported safe. 

 

 Sea Theft/ Off Pulau Nongsa, SOMS, Indonesia/ 24 Nov 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard an underway Malaysia flagged Tug HARBOUR LIBRA while 

transiting through Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) approximately 2.2 Nm northwest of Pulau 

Nongsa, Indonesia in the eastbound lane of the TSS on 24 Nov 19. Two perpetrators were sighted on 

board the towed Malaysian flagged barge HARBOUR VOYAGE loaded with containers. The 

perpetrators escaped after the crew onboard the barge raised the alarm and chased them away. Some 

twist locks and ropes were stolen. No injuries to the crew were reported. The Singapore Police Coast 

Guard and Singapore Navy were informed of the incident. Indonesian authority was notified, and the 

safety navigational broadcast was initiated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments.  In 2019, a number of incidents have been reported within 30 Nm of the western side of 

Bioko Island in 2019 with some involving vessels being fired upon at a distance of 50 Nm. It is 

assessed that the activities being undertaken by perpetrators in this area remain well organised with 

capability to operate at extended ranges from coast and likelihood of being supported by motherships. 

All incidents reported in 2019 in this area have involved offshore support vessels with design 

vulnerabilities like low freeboard, slow speed etc which possibly make them easy targets for the 

perpetrators. 

 

Update  
 

Reportedly, the ship had a crew of 15, comprising nationals from South Africa, Philippines, Serbia 

and Cameroon. The ship was heading to Luba, a port town on the southern island of Bioko.  

 

 

Comments.  This is the third similar incident which has been reported at Nacala outer and inner 

anchorages, Mozambique in 2019. In most of the cases, typically, ship stores have been stolen. 

Generally, the incidents have been reported during the dark hours, typically between 2030 LT and 

2355LT. It is assessed that such attacks are primarily opportunistic, with perpetrators aiming for 

small gains, often taking advantage of the dark hours. 
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 Attempted Sea Robbery /Off Pulau Tanjung Buntung Besar, SOMS,Indonesia/ 27 Nov 19.  

     

An attempted sea robbery incident was reported onboard an underway Marshal Islands flagged Bulk 

Carrier KMAX EVDOKIA while transiting through Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS)  

approximately 6.9 Nm northeast of Pulau Tanjung Buntung Besar, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of 

the TSS on 27 Nov 19. Whilst underway, the duty engine crew onboard was confronted by robbers 

armed with knives who attempted to take him hostage. The crew managed to escape and raised the 

alarm. Seeing the alerted crew the robbers escaped without stealing any items onboard. The master 

reported the incident to VTIS Singapore. The vessel and crew were reported to be safe. 

 

 

 Attempted Sea Robbery / Off Pulau Tanjung Buntung Besar,SOMS, Indonesia/ 28 Nov 19.  

     

An attempted sea robbery incident was reported onboard an underway Hong Kong flagged Bulk Carrier 

CHINA PIONEER while transiting through Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) approximately 

7.9 Nm northwest of Pulau Tanjung Buntung Besar, Indonesia in the eastbound lane of the TSS on       

28 Nov 19. Whilst underway, the Chief Engineer sighted four perpetrators in the engine room. The 

perpetrators escaped upon activation of ship’s alarm and deck lightings. The crew was mustered in the 

Bridge and a search was conducted onboard. The crew was reported safe and no items were found 

missing onboard. 

 

 
 
 

Update  
 

The Republic of Singapore Navy and Singapore Police Coast Guard were notified of the incident. 

The Singapore Police Coast Guard deployed its asset to search for the perpetrators and escorted 

KMAX Evdokia till she cleared the TSS. The Indonesian authorities were also notified and a safety 

navigational broadcast was initiated. 

Update  
 

The Republic of Singapore Navy and Singapore Police Coast Guard were notified of the incident. 

Indonesian authorities were also informed. Safety Navigational broadcast was initiated for the 

incident. 

Comments.  There has been an increase in the reported number of incidents of Sea Theft and Sea 

Robbery in Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS). Following have been observed:- 

(a) While, three incidents related to attempted sea thefts and sea robbery were reported in SOMS 

in the month of Oct 19, five incidents were reported in the month of Nov 19.  

(b) While most of the incidents reported earlier during the year involved tugs and barges, only 

one incident in the month of Nov 19 was reported onboard a tug and barge. Remaining related to 

bulk carriers/tankers.  

(c) Three of the incidents involved usage of weapons, mostly knives and violence with the crew. 

In four out of five incidents, perpetrators actually boarded the ship while they were successful in 

stealing items in only one of the incidents.  

(d) Enhanced vigilance is being exercised by all littorals and proactive action being undertaken 

involving necessary navigational broadcasts on receipt of any report of suspicious activity and 

even escorting of the vessels in some of the cases. The Malacca Straits Patrol (MSP) is a set of 

practical co-operative measures undertaken by Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand to 

ensure the security of the SOMS. It comprises the Malacca Straits Sea Patrol (MSSP), the "Eyes-

in-the-Sky" (EiS) Combined Maritime Air Patrols, as well as the Intelligence Exchange Group 

(IEG). The member navies have regular meetings to enhance coordination and review the conduct 

of operations, and also engage in intelligence exchange and real-time information-sharing on 

suspicious contacts or incidents, cueing effective operational responses to maritime threats. 
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 Sea Theft/ Manila Anchorage, Philippines/ 30 Nov 19.  

     

A sea theft incident was reported onboard an anchored Malta flagged container ship CMA CGM NEW 

JERSEY at Manila anchorage, Philippines on 30 Nov 19. The perpetrators boarded the anchored ship 

through the hawse pipe. They reportedly broke the store lock, stole ship’s effects and escaped. The theft 

was noticed during routine rounds and the incident was reported to Port Authorities.  

 

 Sea Theft / Alpha Anchorage, Batangas, Philippines / 30 Nov 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard an anchored Marshal Islands flagged tanker RIO DAYTONA 

at Alpha Anchorage, Batangas, Philippines on 30 Nov 19. Two perpetrators boarded the ship through 

the hawse pipe and stole one piece each of fire nozzle and fire hydrant cover and also five pieces of 

butterfly bolts from bosun store hatch. The perpetrators immediately escaped upon being noticed by the 

duty officer. Ship’s alarm was raised and inventory was checked. Ship’s effects were found stolen and 

no confrontation with the crew was reported. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments.  A total of three incidents pertaining to sea theft were reported in Philippines in the month 

of Nov 19. While two were successful thefts, one was an attempted action. Two were reported in 

Batangas while one was reported in Manila anchorage. Following pattern has been observed:- 

(a) All incidents occurred while the vessels were anchored. 

(b) The targets for perpetrators were ships with greater tonnage (tankers/container ships) 

(c) In all incidents, perpetrators boarded the ship by climbing through the hawsepipe using 

anchor chain cable. 

 

Update  
 

The Philippines Coast Guard Station Batangas deployed its asset to conduct maritime patrol in the 

area in response but the perpetrators managed to escape. 
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 Fuel Smuggling/ Off Semporna, Malaysia / 02 Nov 19.            (Petrol)                             

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) 

arrested two men in the waters of Pulau Boheyan, 

Semporna after foiling their attempt to smuggle 260 jerry 

cans containing 6,500 liters of petrol to Sitangkai, 

Philippines on 02 Nov 19. A team of MMEA personnel 

apprehended the boat and detained the suspects. 

 

 

 

 Drug Smuggling/Coast of Galle, Sri Lanka/ 03 Nov 19.          (Heroin)                                 

The Sri Lanka Navy seized a fishing trawler carrying over 

224 Kg of drugs suspected to be heroin on 03 Nov 19. 

Five perpetrators were arrested from the vessel. The haul 

of drugs was discovered during a special operation 

conducted in the seas off the coast of Galle. Reportedly, 

the suspects were attempting to smuggle the drugs into the 

country by sea.  

 

 Fuel Smuggling/ Off Northern Tuas, Singapore/ 03 Nov 19.                         (Marine gas Oil)                   

The Singapore’s Police Coast Guard, in a joint operation with the Maritime and Port Authority of 

Singapore, arrested 11 men for their suspected involvement in an illegal transaction of Marine Gas Oil 

(MGO) at sea off Northern Tuas on 03 Nov 19. The 11 men included six crewmembers of a craft 

belonging to a marine service provider and another five crewmembers of a foreign-registered tugboat. 

Preliminary investigations revealed that the crewmembers had misappropriated the MGO and sold it to 

the crewmembers of the tugboat. The tugboat was reportedly seized for further investigations. 

 Drug Smuggling/ Jebel Ali Telecom Customs Centre, Dubai/ 10 Nov 19.     (Captagon pills)                           

 

An attempt to smuggle around 413,000 Captagon narcotic 

pills worth over 544,400 USD was foiled at the Jebel Ali 

and Tecom Customs Centre in Dubai on 10 Nov 19. The 

massive haul of illegal drugs was in a container of spare 

parts for ships. Reportedly, the shipment was to arrive 

from an Asian country. The vessel changed its routes 

multiple times and Dubai became its transit point instead 

of final destination, raising suspicion among the 

authorities. The container was thoroughly inspected and 

the prohibited pills were found hidden in a false base.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTRABAND SMUGGLING 
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 Wildlife Smuggling/Tanjung Setapa, Malaysia/ 12 Nov 19.                         (Protected birds)                         

A fiberglass boat with 40 bird cages containing numerous species of protected birds was detained           

approximately 5 Nm SE of Tanjung Setapa, on 12 Nov 19. Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency 

(MMEA), detained the boat and its two crew. The boat was carrying about 40 cages with numerous 

species of birds including Murai Batu (white-rumped shama) which is a protected species under the 

Malaysia’s Wildlife Act. 

 Drug Smuggling/ Kachchathivu Island, Sri Lanka/ 27 Nov 19.                           (Cannabis)                   

The Sri Lankan Navy during a patrol seized 96 Kg of Cannabis from a suspicious dinghy in the waters 

off Kachchathivu Island on 27 Nov 19. The suspected dinghy was seized along with two personnel 

onboard for onward investigation. During further search in the same sea area, four suspected packages 

adrift in waters were recovered by the Navy and 97 Kg of Cannabis was found. The apprehended 

personnel were identified as residents of Pesalai, aged 36 and 39. The suspects along with the stock of 

Cannabis and the dinghy were handed over to the Police for onward legal action.  
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 IUU Fishing/ Quezon, Philippines/ 01 Nov 19. 

 

Philippines Police arrested three suspected illegal fishermen 

in Quezon province on 01 Nov 19. Seaborne police on patrol 

chanced upon the fishermen aboard while conducting 

unlawful fishing in the seas off Barangay Sabang. Police 

reportedly found the three fishermen using Kuto-Kuto, a 

locally known fishing gear, without permits. Philippines 

Police along with the suspects seized their motorized boat, 

illegal fishing paraphernalia and assorted fish catch. 

 

   

 IUU Fishing/ Palawan, Philippines/ 02 Nov 19. 

Palawan Provincial Police authorities nabbed three 

fishermen for alleged illegal fishing using a compressor 

within the municipal waters of Araceli town. The fishermen 

were caught fishing illegally by a seaborne patrol within the 

waters of Era Reef. The police seized an air compressor 

engine, a compressor tank, two rolls of a hose and six 

pieces of plastic flippers from the fishermen. 

 
 

 IUU Fishing/ Sungai Asam, Malaysia/ 02 Nov 19. 

 

The Malaysian marine police detained six foreign fishermen and seized a fishing vessel for encroaching 

into Malaysian waters near Sungai Asam on 02 Nov 19. A boat, set of fishing equipment and 400 Kg 

of sea cucumber were seized.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Thuraakunu, Maldives/ 11 Nov 19. 

 

Maldives National Defense Force (MNDF) detained two 

foreign fishing boats trespassing into Maldivian waters 

approximately 29 Nm off Thuraakunu on 11 Nov 19.  

One of the boats was carrying nine personnel onboard 

while the other boat had ten personnel. The two boats 

were taken under police custody and the case was 

informed to concerned authorities for further 

investigation.  

 
 
 
 IUU Fishing/ Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 03 Nov 19.  

 

The Sri Lankan Navy arrested five individuals who were engaged in illegal fishing around the 

Kaldichena area in Trincomalee on 03 Nov 19. The fishermen were reportedly using illegal fishing nets. 

The fishermen along with their equipment and the trawler were handed over to the Fisheries department, 

Trincomalee for further investigations. 

 

 

 

 

ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED AND UNREGULATED (IUU) FISHING 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 
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 IUU Fishing/ Off Darwin, Australia/ 03 Nov 19.  

 

A foreign vessel suspected for illegal fishing 

approximately 02 Nm inside Australian Exclusive 

Economic Zone (EEZ) was apprehended on 03 Nov 19 

by the Maritime Border Command, Australia. The search 

of the vessel revealed five crew onboard with suspected 

illegal catch, including 16 shark skins, 63 fresh shark fins, 

and 60 kilograms of shark flesh. The vessel was brought 

to Darwin for investigation.    

 

 

 
 IUU Fishing/ Barangay Andulauan, Philippines/ 12 Nov 19.  

 

Seven personnel were nabbed in the waters of Barangay Andulauan, Ilog, Negros Occidental for illegal 

fishing on 12 Nov 19. The police caught the suspects using prohibited fine mesh nets.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Malaysian waters, Malaysia/ 13 Nov 19. 

The Kelantan Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency detained 45 foreign fishermen and seized three 

fishing boats for illegal fishing in the Malaysian waters on 13 Nov 19. The boats were seized at a 

distance of approximately 145 Nm from the Tok Bali estuary. The Kelantan MMEA seized more than 

8,000 kg of fish fertilizer from the boat.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Zamboanga Sibugay, Philippines/ 14 Nov 19. 

A joint force of police and fishery officials seized a motorboat with seven people aboard for illegal 

fishing off Mabuhay, Zamboanga Sibugay on 15 Nov 19. The officials were on seaborne patrol when 

they apprehended the fishermen engaged in illegal fishing locally known as “Tapsay”.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Waters Off Tungku, Malaysia/ 16 Nov 19. 

 

Malaysia’s Lahad Datu Marine Police Force detained 

a fishing vessel for illegal fishing in the waters off 

Tungku on 16 Nov 19.  The fishing vessel was 

detained during Ops Gelora conducted in the area. The 

boat skipper was fishing within 03 Nm from the coast. 

The Marine Police Force reportedly seized 1,100 

kilograms of various types of fish from the boat.  

 
 
 
 IUU Fishing/ Pulau Kendi, Malaysia/ 16 Nov 19. 

The Penang Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency  (MMEA) detained four men around 5.6 Nm 

southeast of Pulau Kendi for violating the fishing licensing conditions on 16 Nov 19. A Class B1 trawler 

boat was detected moving in a suspicious manner by a patrol team. The team inspected the boat with 

four men onboard and detained them for fishing in the area which was less than 08 Nm from the coast. 

The agency reportedly seized the boat, two trawl nets and about 600 kg of various types of fish. 
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 IUU Fishing/ Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary, Odisha, India/ 18 Nov 19. 

Three fishing trawlers were seized and 22 fishermen were arrested for fishing illegally in waters off 

Gahirmatha marine sanctuary on 18 Nov 19. Fishermen were arrested, as in accordance with the fishing 

ban, fishing within 20 Km of coastline in the marine sanctuary area from Hukitola to Dhamara is 

prohibited.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ St Martin’s Island, Bangladesh / 29 Nov 19. 

Bangladesh Coast Guard arrested 16 foreign fishermen and 

seized two boats from the Bay of Bengal nearby St Martin's 

Island on 29 Nov 19. The fishermen were detained for 

illegally fishing in Bangladeshi waters. Two boats seized on 

poaching charges were handed over to Teknaf Police Station, 

Bangladesh. 

 

 IUU Fishing / Pulau Kendi, Malaysia/ 30 Nov 19. 

The Penang Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) has detained a Class C fishing boat at 

13.2 Nm Southwest off Pulau Kendi for violating licence conditions on 30 Nov 19. The skipper and 

three foreign crew were detained during the Op Pertiwi. The boat violated the conditions for licence 

which is fishing less than 15 Nm from the nearest shore and using foreign crew without written 

permission of the Director General of Department of Fisheries of Malaysia. The MMEA personnel 

reportedly seized 2,300 Kg of catch and some fishing gear. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fishing ban implemented in Gahirmatha 

 

India’s Odisha forest department implemented the fishing ban commencing 01 Nov 19 till 31 May 20, 

in the state’s Gahiramatha marine sanctuary to protect Olive Ridley turtles. Gahiramatha, in the 

state’s Kendrapada district, was declared a marine sanctuary in 1997. Known as the world’s largest 

Olive Ridley rookery, the animals visit in large numbers in the waters surrounding the sanctuary in 

November for mating. The females lay eggs in March. 

In accordance with the ban, Trawlers and fishermen have been directed not to fish within 20 

kilometres of the coastline, covering 68 kilometres from Hukitola to Dhamara. Forest officials have 

deployed forest guards to arrest fishermen found entering the sanctuary. In addition, 16 turtle 

protection camps including three offshore camps at Agaranashi, Barunei and Babubali islands have 

been established to protect turtles in the sanctuary. 
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 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Chilaw, Sri Lanka / 06 Nov 19. 

 

The Sri Lankan Navy apprehended 11 locals attempting to illegally migrate to the La Reunion Island 

by sea route on 06 Nov 19. The Navy and Chilaw Police, during a patrol in thw waters off Chilaw, 

spotted a group of suspicious personnel. The 11 suspects were believed to be on an attempt to migrate 

illegally and were taken into custody while they were about to leave the island by boat.  

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Aegean Coast, Turkey/ 07 Nov 19. 

  

The Turkish Coast Guard detained a total of 273 illegal migrants who tried to sneak into Greek islands 

from Turkey's Aegean coast. On 07 Nov 19, the Coast Guard teams stopped 53 irregular migrants, in 

operations carried out near the districts of Bodrum and Datca in the southwestern province of Mugla. 

The illegal migrants were reportedly attempting to reach Greek islands by inflatable boats. In another 

case, 111 illegal migrants were caught in three operations on the same day near the Didim district in 

the southwestern province of Aydin. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Talaimannar/ 11 Nov 19. 

 

The Sri Lankan Navy apprehended eight locals attempting 

to illegally migrate to India by boat, at Sandbank 07 in 

Talaimannar on 11 Nov 19. Reportedly, during a patrol 

conducted off Talaimannar, the Sri Lankan Navy 

apprehended eight personnel which included five males, 

one female, one boy and a girl.  

 

 
 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Bay of Bengal, Bangladesh/ 14 Nov 19. 

Bangladesh coastguard rescued 122 migrants from a 

sinking boat in Bay of Bengal while attempting to illegally 

migrate to Malaysia. The boat began sinking when it 

suffered a mechanical snag in the engine on 14 Nov 19. 

Patrol team reached the site when some fishermen 

informed about the sinking boat. The Coastguard rescued 

58 women, 47 men and 17 children from the sinking boat. 

All migrants were reported to be safe. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

Comments. There is a likelihood of increase in similar incidents pertaining to migrants travelling 

through Bay of Bengal owing to end of the cyclone season and relatively calmer seas. This sea route 

has been popular amongst migrants seeking better economic opportunities by travelling to South-

East Asian countries by boats. Most voyages take place between November and March when seas are 

relatively calm. Reportedly, human traffickers also try to lure the migrants subjecting them to the 

dangerous boat journeys for a nominal amount of money. 

 

https://news.navy.lk/assets/images/news/event_news/2019/November/2019_11_11_a/1.jpg
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 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Lampedusa Island, Italy / 24 Nov 19. 

Italian Coast Guard reportedly rescued 143 migrants off the island of Lampedusa while 21 went missing 

according to the survivors. A search for those missing was undertaken with two planes from Frontex, 

the Border and Coast Guard agency for the EU's Schengen area and the Italian Navy flying over the 

area. The rescued personnel were taken to Lampedusa where they were allowed to disembark. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Tripoli Coast, Libya/ 29 Nov 19. 

 

Libyan navy reportedly rescued 205 migrants in an operation off the coast of Tripoli on 29 Nov 19. The 

operation involved rescue of 158 men, 33 women and 14 children by three inflatable boats, off the coast 

of Zawiyah. The migrants, who came from African nations, were returned to port in east Tripoli. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments. According to UN International Organisation for Migration (IOM), 95,600 migrants 

and refugees have entered Europe by sea through 20 November, roughly an 8 per cent decrease from 

the 104,535 arriving during the same period last year.  Deaths recorded on the three main 

Mediterranean Sea routes through 20 November stand at 1,091 individuals—or about 51 per cent of 

the 2,137 deaths confirmed during the same period in 2018. 
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 Collision/ Bakauheni, Sunda Strait / 01 Nov 19. 

 

A passenger vessel KM MUSTIKA KENCANA collided with 

the passenger ramp on Pier 2 of ferry terminal while berthing 

at Bakauheni, Sunda Strait on 01 Nov 19. The ramp was 

damaged and ferry sustained bow dents. Reportedly, strong 

winds caused the ship to drift beyond control and collide.  

 

 

 Sunk/ Pulau Songsong, Malaysia/ 02 Nov 19. 

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency rescued four fishermen after their trawler capsized near 

Pulau Songsong off Kedah on 02 Nov 19. The boat capsized and sank about 1.4 Nm northeast of Pulau 

Songsong. The victims comprising two locals and two Thai nationals were brought to Kuala Kedah 

Maritime Zone office. No injury to the victims was reported. 

 

 Unauthorised Anchoring/ Off Johor, Malaysia / 04 Nov 19. 

 
IFC-IOR had monitored information regarding a Liberia 

flagged tanker MT NANHAIFAXIAN which was detained 

approximately 13.5 Nm east of Johor, Malaysia for anchoring 

without proper approval. The crew of the vessel comprised 18 

Indians including the Captain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Capsize/ Off Paradip, India/ 05 Nov 19. 

At least six fishermen were saved by fellow fishermen after a fishing trawler capsized off Paradip coast 

on 05 Nov 19. Reportedly, the trawler carrying them was suspected to have hit the parts of wreck of 

Mongolian ship BLACK ROSE which had sunk off Paradip coast on 09 Sep 09.  

 SAR/ Leyte, Philippines / 05 Nov 19. 

The Philippine Coast Guard rescued a fisherman after 

his fishing boat capsized off the coast of Abuyog, Leyte 

on 05 Nov 19. Southern Leyte substation responded to 

the area and rescued Mario Gaytana, aged 63 from 

Matalom, Leyte. It was reported that the boat capsized 

due to rough sea and the fishermen was rescued in good 

medical conditions.  

 

 

MARITIME INCIDENTS 

 

Update  
 

The information was shared by IFC-IOR with concerned stakeholders. It was confirmed by the vessel 

owner that the vessel had been detained for “anchoring without permission” as they had anchored 

erringly in Malaysian waters. The company was in touch with Malaysian authorities to resolve the 

issue. 

https://www.fleetmon.com/media/cache/newsroom_article_images/MUSTIKA-KENCANA/3d7546106f42796c54acab8b662c7482.jpg
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 Medevac/ Hodeidah Port, Yemen/ 06 Nov 19. 

On 06 Nov 19, near Hodeidah Port, Yemen a bulk 

carrier HC JANA ROSA issued a distress signal 

reporting the need of immediate medevac for Captain 

suffering from severe intestinal catarrh. MRCC Cyprus 

relayed the message to MRCC Jeddah. Saudi Arabian 

Navy and CG rescued the Ukranian Captain. He was 

transferred to hospital and his condition was reported 

stable.  

 

 Collision/St Martin Island, Bangladesh/ 06 Nov 19. 

A fishing trawler FB MINSHANDHANI collided 

with a cargo ship and capsized with 24 personnel 

onboard near St Martin's Island on 06 Nov 19. 

Bangladesh Navy patrol ship, SHOMUDRO JOY 

executed search and rescue operation and was able 

to rescue 12 personnel. Three bodies were 

reportedly recovered by another Navy ship 

OPAROJOY.   

 

 

 

 Fire/ Off Pedra Branca, Singapore Strait/ 07 Nov 19. 

 A fire incident was reported on board a product 

tanker HOYU approximately 9.7 Nm from Pedra 

Branca, eastern Singapore Strait on 07 Nov 19. 

The ship with cargo of oil products was enroute to 

Philippines from Singapore.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SAR/ Off Sibonga, Cebu/ 07 Nov 19. 

 

The Philippines Coast Guard rescued 63 personnel 

including 10 crew members of a passenger vessel 

SIARGAO PRINCESS that capsized off Sibonga, Cebu 

on 07 Nov 19. Rough seas led to detachment of front 

hatch cover causing water ingress into the vessel due to 

which it capsized.  Multi-role response vessel BRP 

SULUAN, small crafts and rescue teams, along with 

medical team was deployed to conduct search and 

rescue operations.  All were reported to be safe. 
 
 
 

Update  
 

According to Maritime & Port Authority of Singapore, the Singapore Civil Defence Force, Singapore 

Police Coast Guard and the Republic of Singapore Navy deployed vessels to render assistance to the 

crew. Reportedly, all 18 crew members were safely evacuated, and the fire was put out. 

https://www.fleetmon.com/media/cache/newsroom_article_images/HCJANAROSA/dcc32b5b5f7ef4176a7d7b7767a1cb6a.jpg
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 Sunk/ West Papua, Indonesia/ 10 Nov 19. 

 

An Indonesian flagged landing craft LCT MARUNI 

PRATAMA with cargo of sand and cement sank in 

Manokwari Regency waters, Northeast of West Papua, 

Indonesia on 10 Nov 19. The ship with 11 crew was enroute 

from Manokwari to Teluk Wondama. The ship experienced 

rough seas which led to its sinking. All crew members 

boarded the life raft and were reportedly evacuated by local 

fishermen.  

 

 Capsize/ Kuda Huvadhoo, Maldives/ 10 Nov 19. 

Due to rough seas, a tourist boat capsized near Dh. Kuda 

Huvadhoo on 10 Nov 19. The capsized boat had six men 

on board comprising two Maldivians and four foreigners. 

All personnel were rescued. One of the Swedish tourist, 

who was being treated at Kulhudhuhfushi regional hospital 

later succumbed to his injuries.  

 

 

 SAR/ Mindoro Island, Philippines/ 11 Nov 19. 

Four fishermen were reported missing after they sailed in rough waters caused by Typhoon QUIEL off 

Mindoro Island, Philippine on 11 Nov 19. The fishermen were onboard boats MARX MAN and 

ARIANA-JE when they sailed separately for Mindoro Strait, 17 Nm off Mamburao on 04 Nov 19.  The 

five crew members of MARX MAN were found safe after they took shelter in Paluan while the search 

and rescue for remaining four crew members of ARIANA-JE was in progress. 

 Aground/ Port of Gilimanuk, Bali, Indonesia/ 13 Nov 19. 

KMP TRI SAKTI ADINDA with 49 passengers onboard, 

ran aground in shallow waters about one mile from the 

port of Gilimanuk on 13 Nov 19. The Ro Ro  had sailed 

from Ketapang Port, Banyuwangi and was bound for 

Gilimanuk. The vessel experienced steering trouble 

while approaching the dock which lead to loss of control 

over the ship. The ship drifted eastwards and ran 

aground in shallow waters. The Captain requested 

assistance from the Combined SAR evacuation team 

post which all passengers were evacuated. The vessel 

was later pulled off by a tug and docked at the port of 

Gilimanuk on 16 Nov 19. 

 

 Fire/ Vung Tau, Vietnam/ 14 Nov 19. 

A fire incident was reported in cargo hold of a Bulk 

carrier YONG SHUN approximately 6 Nm south of 

Vung Tau, Vietnam on 14 Nov 19 while the vessel 

was enroute from Hong Kong to Phu My, Vietnam. 

The fire was brought under control after few hours. 

The ship was loaded with 5000 tons of scrap, ignition 

of which was considered as the probable cause of 

fire. 18 crew members onboard were reported safe. 

 

 

https://www.fleetmon.com/media/cache/newsroom_article_images/MARUNI-PRATAMA/939fced01702cb712c537037b1bdd5ca.jpg
https://www.fleetmon.com/media/cache/newsroom_article_images/YONGSHUN/ba6aec2d372c4962526b48ac7d002d47.jpg
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 SAR/ Off Tuticorin, India/ 13 Nov 19. 

A fisherman reportedly drowned while fishing at a distance 25 Nm off Tuticorin coast on 13 Nov 19. 

The victim was accompanied by four fellow fishermen who revealed that the victim slipped and fell 

into the sea. Marine police assisted by fishermen undertook the search and rescue operation. 

 

 Capsize/ Kanyakumari, India/ 15 Nov 19. 

Ten fishermen survived after their fishing boat capsized off Madurai on 15 Nov 19. The men were 

rescued by another boat that towed the sinking boat and reached the Thengapattanam fishing harbour 

in Kanyakumari, India. The crew was taken to a hospital for providing first aid. 

 

 Unauthorised Anchoring/ Pulau Betong, Malaysia / 16 Nov 19. 

 

The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) in Penang detained a Vietnamese flagged bulk 

carrier NASHICO 08 at 6.9 Nm northwest of Pulau Betong for unauthorised anchoring on 16 Nov 19.  

The ship registered in Vietnam was detained by a MMEA patrol boat after it failed to produce necessary 

official documents and were detained for further investigation by the authorities.  

 

 
 SAR/ Cape Comorin, India/ 17 Nov 19. 

 

Six fishermen were rescued by the Indian Coast 

Guard Ship (ICGS) AADESH when their vessel     

EL SAHADAI suffered a technical snag about 70 Nm 

off Cape Comorin on 17 Nov 19. Maritime Rescue 

Sub-Centre Tuticorin received the distress message 

from the boat. ICGS AADESH and a Dornier aircraft 

were diverted for a sea-air coordinated search. The 

boat was located towed safely to Colachel.   

 

 

 Medevac/ Andaman and Nicobar Islands, India/ 20 Nov 19. 

In a swift rescue operation, the Indian Navy safely evacuated a pregnant lady in emergency labour from 

Daring, a remote village in Andaman and Nicobar Islands on 20 Nov 19. After receiving the information 

about the lady in labour pain, the Fast Interceptor Craft (FIC) of the Indian Navy in Kamorta Island 

embarked the Community Health Centre (CHC) staff and reached Daring Village. The FIC left the 

village immediately post embarkation of the patient. The baby was delivered on the FIC itself and both 

mother and baby were transferred to the CHC on arrival in Kamorta Jetty. Both mother and baby were 

reported to be safe.  
 
 Sunk/ Off West Nusa Tengaara Island, Indonesia / 22 Nov 19. 

A luxury yacht with four people onboard including two 

Britons sank approximately 50 Nm off the coast of 

West Nusa Tengaara Island, Indonesia on 22 Nov 19. 

The skipper raised the alarm after the boat hit an object 

in the water. Malaysian officials were alerted by the 

UK Coast Guard after Australian authorities picked up 

the SOS as the yacht was reportedly UK registered. 

The crew sailed a lifeboat to land where they were 

contacted by Malaysian authorities. The crew were 

reported to be safe. 
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 Sunk/ Sulawesi, Indonesia/ 23 Nov 19. 

A container ship MITRA SEJAHTERA IX sank South 

West of Makassar, Sulawesi, Indonesia on 23 Nov 19. 

The ship, with 147 containers onboard, was enroute 

from Surabaya to Kendari. The ship reported water 

ingress and sank shortly thereafter. 15 crew members 

were rescued by nearby ships and a number of 

containers was found floating in the proximity. 

 

 

 

 Aground/ South of Phi-Phi Island, Thailand/ 25 Nov 19. 

A Belgium flagged cruise vessel LA BELLE DES OCEANS ran aground south of Phi-Phi islands, 

Thailand on 25 Nov 19. At the time of the incident, the vessel was enroute from Penang, Malaysia, to 

Phang Nga Bay near Phuket, Krabi Province, Thailand and had 90 passengers and 60 crew onboard. 

Underwater hull in bow section was reported to have breached, with ensuing water ingress. The ship 

thereafter refloated by own means, and reached Phuket island under own power. 

 

 Unauthorised anchoring/ East coast of Johor, Malaysia/ 26 Nov 19. 

A Singapore registered container ship was seized 11.5 Nm east of Tanjung Penawar by the Malaysian 

Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) on 26 Nov 19.  A MMEA patrol boat seized the ship and 

detained all 22 of its crew comprising of Thai nationals. Reportedly, detention was undertaken for not 

producing the proof of permission from the port authority to anchor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Comments. A total of three incidents pertaining to unauthorised anchoring were reported, all in the 

waters off Malaysia. The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) maintains active 

vigilance and strict compliance to ensure necessary permissions before anchoring within the 

stipulated anchorage areas. Most of the cases are investigated under Section 491B (1) (l) of the 

Malaysia’s Merchant Shipping Ordinance 1952, which is activity without the consent of the Director 

of the Sea. If found guilty, suspects may be liable to a fine not exceeding RM100,000 or to 

imprisonment not exceeding two years, or to both. 

Annual Overview of Marine Casualties and Incidents 2019 

 

 The Annual Overview of Marine Casualties and 

Incidents consists of analysis of accidents reported by 

the EU Member States in European Marine Casualty 

Information Platform (EMCIP). The analysis report 

has been released by the European Maritime Safety 

Agency (EMSA) and may be accessed at 

http://emsa.europa.eu/emsa-

documents/latest/item/3734-annual-overview-of-

marine-casualties-and-incidents-2019.html 

 

 

 

https://www.fleetmon.com/media/cache/newsroom_article_images/MitraSejahteraIX/441e74e0856533577c261a8cda562415.jpg
http://emsa.europa.eu/emsa-documents/latest/item/3734-annual-overview-of-marine-casualties-and-incidents-2019.html
http://emsa.europa.eu/emsa-documents/latest/item/3734-annual-overview-of-marine-casualties-and-incidents-2019.html
http://emsa.europa.eu/emsa-documents/latest/item/3734-annual-overview-of-marine-casualties-and-incidents-2019.html
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 Vessel Detained/ Off Hodiedah, Yemen/ 17 Nov 19. 

Information was received from Jeddah Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (JMRCC) that a Saudi 

Arabia flagged tug RABIGH 3 towing two South Korean flagged vessels WOONGJIN T-1100 (tugboat) 

and WOONGJIN G-16 (drillship) was reportedly boarded on 17 Nov 19. The ships and the 16 seafarers 

onboard were reportedly taken to Al Salif port of Yemen. In response to the incident, the South Korean 

government (due to presence of South Korean crew onboard) diverted their anti-piracy patrol unit in 

GoA). However, on 20 Nov 19, information was received that all three vessels have been released. The 

three vessels reportedly headed to the Saudi port of Jizan after release.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GULF OF ADEN/ GULF OF OMAN WATCH 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

Situation in Persian Gulf/Gulf of Oman 

 

In view of the security scenario in Straits of Hormuz, Shipping community as well as concerned 

countries have been taking various steps to ensure safety and security of merchantmen as well as 

security of trade and sea lanes of communication. Some of the highlights of the month of Nov 19 are 

summed up below:- 

(a) The International Maritime Security Construct (IMSC) was officially launched on 07 

Nov 19 at the United States 5th Fleet’s Base in Bahrain. The multinational Maritime Security 

mission has been termed as Coalition Task Force (CTF) Sentinel. It currently comprises of 

seven nations - Albania, Australia, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, United 

Kingdom and United States of America.  

(b) UK lowered the security risk level of Red Ensign Group (REG) flagged ships to ISPS 

Security Level 2 on 07 Nov 19. 

(c) Indian Navy continues to deploy its assets to ensure safety and security of Indian 

Flagged Vessels operating/ transiting through Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman in line with 

Operation Sankalp which was executed on 20 Jun 19. 

(d) A French-initiated, European-led mission in the Strait of Hormuz (EMASOH) is 

likely to start next year and will reportedly be based in Abu Dhabi, UAE.  
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 Very Severe Cyclonic storm BULBUL over Bay of Bengal. 

 

 Very Severe Cyclonic Storm Bulbul struck the Indian state 

of West Bengal as well as Bangladesh in Nov 19, causing 

storm surge, heavy rains, and flash floods across the areas. 

The severe cyclonic storm made landfall on 09 Nov 19 

between Sagar Islands of West Bengal and Khepupara in 

Bangladesh, with two deaths reported in its wake. Regular 

advisories were issued by various Indian agencies 

including IFC-IOR. Adequate preparatory actions were 

undertaken by various government agencies including   

Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard which resulted in 

minimal damage to men and material due to the cyclones. 

 

 

 Kenya holds high level meeting aimed to enhance maritime security. 

 

A  High level meeting was held in Mombasa, Kenya to implement the 

Djibouti Code of Conduct (DCoC) that has been instrumental in repressing 

Piracy and Armed Robbery against ships in the Western Indian Ocean and 

the Gulf of Aden. During the meeting held from 13 to 14 Nov 19, signatory 

States to the revised Code of Conduct concerning the repression of piracy, 

armed robbery against ships and illicit maritime activity in the Western 

Indian Ocean and the Gulf of Aden Area agreed to establish a governance 

framework to champion implementation of the code. The Working Group 

on Information Sharing will spearhead work on the development of an 

information sharing network, including a plan to establish multi-agency 

National Maritime Information Sharing Centres. There will also be support 

for the development of regional maritime information sharing centres. The 

Mombasa meeting was jointly organized by IMO and the Republic of 

Kenya with financial contribution from the United Kingdom. 

 

 

 

 CMF and EUNAVFOR conduct 45th SHADE conference. 

 

Over 100 delegates from nations, international organisations and members of the shipping industry who 

share a common interest in combating Somali-based piracy attended the 45th Shared Awareness and 

De-confliction (SHADE) conference in the Kingdom of Bahrain on 19 and 20 Nov 19. The conference 

was organised by Combined Maritime Forces (CMF) and co-chaired with the European Naval Force 

(Somalia) (EU NAVFOR). Keynote speeches and working groups provided an opportunity for 

military and industry partners involved in the on-going effort to suppress piracy to share 

information and work collaboratively to de-conflict their operations and activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

EVENTS OF INTEREST 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storm_surge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flash_floods
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 Coastal Security Workshop for BIMSTEC countries. 

 

The maiden Coastal Security Workshop for the 

Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral 

Technical and Economic Cooperation 

(BIMSTEC) countries was organised by 

Information Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean Region 

(IFC-IOR) from 20-22 Nov 19. The workshop 

witnessed participation from seven BIMSTEC 

nations and various experts from maritime 

domain, exchanging views on issues related to 

coastal security architecture, challenges in 

fisheries management, port & shipping security including non-traditional threats in the maritime 

domain.  

 

 International Symposium on Fisheries Sustainability 

 

An international symposium on Fisheries sustainability, under the aegis of UN FAO, was held in Rome 

from 18 to 21 Nov 19 with the theme “Strengthening the Science-Policy Nexus”. The objective of this 

Symposium was to identify pathways to strengthen the science and policy interplay in fisheries 

production, management and trade, based on solid sustainability principles for improved global 

outcomes on the ground. The main output of the Symposium will be a technical document that 

synthesizes the information and debate in each of the Symposium’s sessions, to be tabled at the 34th 

session of the FAO Committee on Fisheries (COFI) in July 20. It will include quantitative information 

on the status of fisheries’ sustainability globally and regionally, examples of best management and 

partnership practices, and recommendations on how to better connect evidence and policy to secure 

fisheries’ sustainability in the 21st century. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New global atlas on using advanced technology to monitor fishing activity 

 

 

 

On the sidelines of the symposium, a new global atlas prepared 

through a collaboration between Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations (FAO), Global Fishing Watch 

(GFW), and Fundación AZTI and Seychelles Fishing Authority 

(SFA) was launched. The aim of this document is to enable 

stakeholders to understand the opportunity and challenges of 

mapping and analysing fishing activity using AIS data. For each 

FAO Area, based on AIS data, this Atlas presents the number and 

percentage of vessels broadcasting AIS, the spatial patterns of 

presence and intensity of fishing activity, and an analysis by gear 

type. For these data, the Atlas includes detailed methods, case 

studies, and comparisons with other data. These comparisons, 

explanatory text, and caveats are presented with the goal of 

helping FAO Members understand how this new dataset can be 

applied. The detailed atlas may be accessed at 

http://www.fao.org/3/ca7012en/CA7012EN.pdf. 

 

 

http://www.fao.org/3/ca7012en/CA7012EN.pdf
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 Review of Maritime Transport 2019.  
 

World maritime trade lost momentum in 2018, with volumes expanding 

at 2.7 per cent, below the historical averages of 3.0 per cent and 4.1 per 

cent recorded in 2017. Total volumes are estimated to have reached 11 

billion tons, an all-time high, according to UNCTAD records. 

UNCTAD is projecting 2.6 per cent growth in 2019 and an annual 

average growth rate of 3.4 per cent for the period 2019–2024.               

The detailed report released on 01 Nov 19 may be accessed at 

https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/rmt2019_en.pdf. 

 

 

 India accession brings ship recycling convention a step closer to entry into force. 

 

India, one of the world's five major ship recycling countries, has acceded to the IMO Hong 

Kong Convention, the treaty that will set global standards for safe and environmentally-sound ship 

recycling. India's accession brings this important convention a significant step closer to entering into 

force, with the required 15 States now party to it and with India's ship recycling volume considerably 

contributing to the required recycling capacity. India handed over the instrument of accession to the 

treaty on 28 Nov 19 during the thirty-first session of the IMO Assembly.  The treaty will enter into 

force 24 months after three separate criteria have been met. It must be ratified by 15 States - but these 

States must represent 40% of world merchant shipping by gross tonnage, and a combined maximum 

annual ship recycling volume (during the preceding 10 years) of not less than 3% of their combined 

gross tonnage. 

 

 

 New safety guidance for stowage of dangerous goods on 

containerships. 

 

The Cargo Incident Notification System (CINS) has published a new 

safety guidance for the stowage of classified dangerous goods onboard 

containerships. The “Safety Considerations for Ship Operators Related 

to Risk-Based Stowage of Dangerous Goods on Containerships” 

represents the first in a series of initiatives aimed at enhancing safety 

onboard containerships. According to the Guidance, it is recognised that 

all cargo related incidents resulting in fire and explosions are rooted in 

cargo problems. Detailed guidance may be accessed at 

http://www.cinsnet.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CINS-DG-

Stowage-Considerations-Final.pdf. 

GEN FOR MARINERS 

 

Hong Kong Convention 

 

The Hong Kong Convention was adopted at a Diplomatic Conference held in Hong Kong, China, in 

May 2009. The Hong Kong Convention covers the design, construction, operation and maintenance 

of ships to ensure they can be recycled safely and in an environment-friendly way at the end of their 

lives. It also deals with how ships should be prepared for their final voyage to a recycling facility, 

without compromising their safety or operational efficiency. Under the Hong Kong Convention, ships 

sent for recycling are required to carry an inventory of all hazardous materials on board. Ship 

recycling facilities are required to provide a "Ship Recycling Plan", specifying how each ship will be 

recycled, based on its particular characteristics and its inventory of hazardous materials. More 

details may be accessed at http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/ListOfConventions/Pages/The-

Hong-Kong-International-Convention-for-the-Safe-and-Environmentally-Sound-Recycling-of-

Ships.aspx and http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Documents/MEPC%2074-

INF.16.pdf 

 

 

https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/rmt2019_en.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/About/conventions/listofconventions/pages/the-hong-kong-international-convention-for-the-safe-and-environmentally-sound-recycling-of-ships.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/About/conventions/listofconventions/pages/the-hong-kong-international-convention-for-the-safe-and-environmentally-sound-recycling-of-ships.aspx
http://www.cinsnet.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CINS-DG-Stowage-Considerations-Final.pdf
http://www.cinsnet.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CINS-DG-Stowage-Considerations-Final.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/ListOfConventions/Pages/The-Hong-Kong-International-Convention-for-the-Safe-and-Environmentally-Sound-Recycling-of-Ships.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/ListOfConventions/Pages/The-Hong-Kong-International-Convention-for-the-Safe-and-Environmentally-Sound-Recycling-of-Ships.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/ListOfConventions/Pages/The-Hong-Kong-International-Convention-for-the-Safe-and-Environmentally-Sound-Recycling-of-Ships.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Documents/MEPC%2074-INF.16.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Documents/MEPC%2074-INF.16.pdf
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 Seafarer Mental Health Study 2019.  
 

ITF seafarer’s trust and Yale University recently published a report 

on seafarer mental health study. The study was conducting by 

undertaking research on seafarers and mariners since 2012, 

including collecting/analyzing new data as well as analyzing 

existing data provided by industry stakeholders. This report 

describes findings from the seafarer survey of injury, illness, and 

mental health risk factors in international seafarers. The detailed 

report may be accessed at https://www.seafarerstrust.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/11/ST_MentalHealthReport_Final_Digital-

1.pdf. 

  

 

 

 

 

 BIMCO and ICS publish new cyber security guide lines for crew on board. 

 

BIMCO and ICS have published a new cyber security workbook 

meant to serve as a guide for the Master and Officers on board ships 

and thereby help them prepare for a potential cyber incident. 

“Cyber Security Workbook for On Board Ship Use” includes 

several checklists of how to protect, detect, respond and recover 

from a cyber incident, and thereby offers a practical and easy to use 

guide for the master and the officers. More details may be accessed 

at https://www.bimco.org/news/priority-news/20191105-new-

cyber-security-guide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the month of Nov 19 in IOR region has 

been uploaded on IFC-IOR website for reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.seafarerstrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ST_MentalHealthReport_Final_Digital-1.pdf
https://www.seafarerstrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ST_MentalHealthReport_Final_Digital-1.pdf
https://www.seafarerstrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ST_MentalHealthReport_Final_Digital-1.pdf
https://www.bimco.org/about-us-and-our-members/publications/cyber-security-workbook
https://www.bimco.org/news/priority-news/20191105-new-cyber-security-guide
https://www.bimco.org/news/priority-news/20191105-new-cyber-security-guide
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IMO 

 

IMB-PRC 

 

ReCAAP 

 

RMIFC Madagascar 

 

MDAT-GoG 

 

IFC Singapore 

 

DNK-IOC 

 

Windward 

 

https://arxmaritime.com/ 

  

https://gisis.imo.org/ 

  

https://www.icc-ccs.org/ 

  

https://www.asiatimes.com/ 

 

https://www.fleetmon.com/ 

 

https://www.omanobserver.om/ 

 

https://www.thesundaily.my/ 

 

http://www.colombopage.com/ 

 

http://bernama.com/  

 

http://maritimereview.co.za/ 

 

https://www.nst.com.my/ 

 

https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/ 

 

https://www.vesseltracker.com/ 

 

https://www.thephuketnews.com/ 

 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/ 

     

https://www.andamansheekha.com/ 

 

https://www.infomigrants.net/ 

 

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/ 

 

https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/ 

 

SOURCES/ NEWS LINKS 

 

https://arxmaritime.com/
https://gisis.imo.org/
https://www.icc-ccs.org/
https://www.asiatimes.com/
https://www.fleetmon.com/
https://www.omanobserver.om/
https://www.thesundaily.my/
http://www.colombopage.com/
http://bernama.com/
https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/
https://www.vesseltracker.com/
https://www.thephuketnews.com/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/
https://www.andamansheekha.com/
https://www.infomigrants.net/
https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/
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 Remain cognizant of the regional and international environment affecting maritime security 

and safety in the IOR.  

 

 Establish linkages and coordinate with national agencies and multinational constructs that are 

relevant to maritime safety and security. 

 

 Maintain a Common Operational Picture (COP) in the unclassified domain, for the IOR and 

beyond. 

 

 Share country specific COP and share maritime security/ safety related information of common 

concern with participants.  

 

 Liaison and interact with other maritime stakeholders by means of regular visits, seminars, 

workshops, exercises (Maritime Security/ MARSEC) and training modules (MDA, MARSEC, HADR 

etc). 

 

 Collate, analyse and disseminate information related to maritime safety and Humanitarian 

Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) requirements from sea. 

 

 Generation of Incident Reports and Situation Reports (SITREPS) on incidents and Vessels of 

Interest (VOIs) and share with concerned agencies. 

 

 Publish a Monthly Report and Advisories as required. 

 

 Host Liaison Officers from participant countries.  

 

 Disseminate unclassified information relevant to submarine safety.  

 

 Trend and Predictive Analysis of historical data gathered from various national and 

international agencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHARTER OF IFC-IOR 

 

14 
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Disclaimer 

Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal 

and external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open 

sources. The report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and 

anomalies to ensure safety and security of mariners and seafarers. While due care and effort 

has been taken to ensure veracity of data, due diligence may be exercised for subsequent usage 

of information contained therein. IFC-IOR requests and seeks assistance of all stakeholders to 

report incidents in the region to undertake accurate predictive and prescriptive analysis and 

build a comprehensive picture of existing threats in the maritime domain.  The information 

contained in the report and the analysis thereon, is not reflective of the views of the Indian 

Government or Indian Navy in any manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Contact Details 

In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea, 

please contact the IFC-IOR:- 

Website: -  https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/ifc-ior/index.html 

Email: - ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in 

Tel: -  +91 1242208385, +91 7428963733 

Fax: -  +91 1242209385 

 

   

 

14 

https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/

